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BACKGROUND:  

 
The Future of Helsinki Art Museum HAM – Concept, Organizational Model and Location is an expert 

report submitted to the Mayor of Helsinki, Jan Vapaavuori, by rapporteur Riitta Heinämaa on August 6, 
2019.  
The report’s key findings are as follows:  
 
• HAM’S art collections are the property of the City of Helsinki and belong to all the people of Helsinki.  

• HAM is a glocal institution.  

• HAM needs to strengthen its local connection with Helsinki’s art scene. 

• HAM needs to sharpen its profile on the evolving art scene.  

• Public art should be HAM’s key differentiator – the Helsinki Biennial should be institutionalized as a 
regular event.  

• HAM’s conversion into a foundation would increase its agility and flexibility and create new partnership 
opportunities. The current organizational model is too inflexible for an art museum.  

 
 The report additionally recommends Hakaniemenranta as HAM’s new location. Other reviewed 

sites were the Suvilahti and the Hanaholmen district.  
 
A steering committee was appointed on November 6, 2019 by Helsinki’s City Manager to compile a 
report analysing the future organizational model, location, and role of Helsinki Art Museum HAM 
(hereinafter ‘HAM’). The following points are addressed in the report:  
 

 HAM’s administrative restructuring either as a foundation or similar entity or, alternatively, the 

option of HAM continuing as part of the City of Helsinki’s Culture and Leisure Division, but with 
greater administrative autonomy.  

 Alternative locations for HAM, specifically the viability of relocating the museum to the 
gasometers of Suvilahti.  

 HAM’s future role, specifically its work as the custodian of the City’s art collections and public 

artworks as well as its status and connections with the contemporary art scene. The report 
compares alternative approaches to organizing the custodianship and upkeep of the collections.  

 
Helsinki’s City Manager appointed Tommi Laitio, Executive Director of the Culture and Leisure Division, 
to chair the steering committee. The committee comprised the following members: Mari Männistö, 
Culture Director, Vice Chairman of the steering committee, Culture and Leisure Division; Tuula 
Saxholm, Finance Director, City Executive Office; Marja Piimies, Head of Detailed Planning at the 
Urban Environment Division; Sari Hildén, acting Technical Director, Urban Environment Division; Maija 
Tanninen-Mattila, Museum Director at Helsinki Art Museum, Culture and Leisure Division; Tiina 
Merisalo, Museum Director (acting Museum Director Minna Sarantola-Weiss), Culture and Leisure 
Division; Riikka Aalto, personnel representative, Culture and Leisure Division; and deputy 
representative Mikko Oranen, Culture and Leisure Division. The project manager was Chief Curator 
Elina Leskelä, Head of Collections, Helsinki Art Museum, Culture and Leisure Division, who prepared 

the agenda for the steering committee and served as its secretary. The steering committee was 
appointed for a fixed term ending June 30, 2020.  
 
The Executive Director of the Culture and Leisure Division presented regular updates on the steering 
committee’s progress to the City Board and Committee for Major Public Works. The steering committee 
appointed sub-committees for each project area. This report summarizes their conclusions and the 
recommendations they submitted to the steering committee for further deliberation and presentation.  

 



 

2 HAM TODAY– SERVICES OFFERED TO THE CITY AND ITS RESIDENTS  

 
 City administrative regulation: Helsinki Art Museum (HAM) is tasked with responsibility for the 

City’s art museum services and art collections. It additionally performs the role of regional 
museum [for Uusimaa Province].   

 
Helsinki Art Museum HAM’s core task is the upkeep, accessioning, and display of the City’s art 
collections, which comprise over 10,000 individual works of art. HAM ensures that the City’s art 
collections are preserved for the benefit of future generations by overseeing their maintenance and 
accessioning. HAM’s art collections have nationwide significance, and they comprise all public artworks 
found on City property and in City-owned buildings. HAM additionally displays works from its collections 

in public locations around the city. There are currently nearly 3,000 public artworks found all over the 
city, giving art a visible place in the daily lives of Helsinki’s residents. HAM is an art museum with a 
reach as wide as the city itself. HAM exists for the benefit of the public, with a strong customer focus in 
all its services.  
 
HAM’s high-quality programme of domestic and international exhibitions and accompanying events 
contributes to making Helsinki a lively, interesting city with international appeal. HAM reaches out to a 
broad spectrum of audiences, and it is currently one of Finland’s most popular art museums. HAM’s 
public outreach programme makes art accessible to a wide range of audiences through a variety of 
channels. By presenting a rich array of content and heterogeneous perspectives, HAM contributes to 
promoting culture and education, public wellbeing, equality, and democracy. Through this work, HAM 
fosters community spirit, historical continuity, and cultural diversity.  

 
With its world-class standard of accessible exhibitions and events, HAM supports the City’s strategic 
goal of enhancing Helsinki’s international appeal. One of its new projects is the Helsinki Biennial, which 
ties in directly with HAM’s existing work in the field of public art, exhibitions, and collection 
custodianship. The Helsinki Biennial is a major new open public event that will debut on Vallisaari Island 
in 2021.  
 
HAM’s chief exhibition venue, the Tennis Palace, is part of a museum hub in the Kamppi-Töölönlahti 
district. The report analyses the feasibility of relocating the museum to the historic Suvilahti gasworks, 
which would support the City’s strategy of transforming the Suvilahti district into an internationally 
distinctive event hub and unique cultural attraction.   
 

HAM is recognized as an expert organization in the field of art. The museum engages in close 
collaboration with many Finnish and international art practitioners. HAM also provides expert advisory 
services in the City’s per cent for art programme and other public art projects. By decision of the 
Ministry of Education and Culture, HAM is the regional museum of Uusimaa Province, in which capacity 
it collaborates with other local museums to foster the ongoing evolution of art museum activities in the 
Uusimaa region.  
 
 

3 LOCATION  
 
A sub-committee was appointed to analyse alternative future locations for HAM, firstly the option of 
relocating the museum to the historic Suvilahti gasworks. The sub-committee was tasked to assess the 
feasibility of converting the brick gasometer (and adjacent steel gasometer) into an art museum and 
whether the repurposed gasometers could accommodate all the gallery spaces and other facilities 

needed by Helsinki Art Museum HAM.  
 
The sub-committee’s chief aims were to identify and reconcile HAM’s needs and practical requirements 
related to new construction and heritage protection, while also assessing ways to leverage the benefits 
of the unique architecture and the synergies offered by the location. Their goal was to amass as much 
information as possible to serve as a basis for future decision-making regarding the feasibility of the 
project.  
 
 
3.1 The Suvilahti district 
 



The identity of the up-and-coming cultural hub of Suvilahti would be an ideal match for HAM. Having a 

museum on the site would complement the hub’s existing cultural offering, and collaboration with other 
on-site practitioners would enable new forms of cultural cross-fertilization. The location would also 
enable HAM to reach out to new audiences. Existing public transport connections to Suvilahti would be 
an accessibility advantage, and the waterfront location would permit direct ferry access from the 
museum to the Helsinki Biennial’s island venue.  
 

Having an art museum on the Suvilahti site could potentially spur wider urban 
revitalization. In the report submitted on August 6, 2019, Riitta Heinämaa examines 
Hanaholmen and Suvilahti: “The Hanaholmen district forms part of Helsinki’s expanding 
downtown area; from an urban development perspective, HAM would definitely give a 
boost to the district’s image – certainly considering the positive impact HAM has had on 
the revitalization of the Tennis Palace and the surrounding urban quarter. The City of 

Helsinki has selected Suvilahti as a strategic hub of urban revitalization, but the existing 
facilities on the site (administered by Kiinteistö Oy Kaapeli) offer limited floor space. HAM’s 
relocation to Suvilahti would be a powerful signal of the district’s rising status as a major 
cultural hub, and the move would also fuel the development of the Kalasatama (Fish 
Harbour) district and its community of over 25,000 residents. The museum would 
furthermore enjoy synergies with the neighbouring University of the Arts, the Kaikukatu 
culture cluster, and the Teurastamo gastro-hub.” 
  
The City of Helsinki’s strategy for 2017-2021 states: “…Helsinki is a lively, cosmopolitan 
city of culture, sports, and public events. The City’s strategic aim is to enhance the 
capital’s appeal with new, distinctive visitor attractions. […] Among the plans currently 
under review is the transformation of the Suvilahti district into a permanent cultural event 

hub with a distinctive identity and international appeal.” The City’s premises strategy for 
2020 states: “The City of Helsinki shall divest ownership of property that it is not in active 
use or for which it has no long-term strategic objectives or future needs. All protected 
heritage sites owned by the City must be in active use.”  
 

 
3.2 Premises, new building, town planning  
 
NRT Architects were hired in a consultative capacity to draw up provisional plans exploring alternative 
solutions for relocating HAM to the Suvilahti gasometers. (Appendix 1, Location, Spatial programme).  
 
In proposal A1, the visitor galleries are housed in the brick gasometer, while the staff offices and 

technical facilities are located in the steel tank. The two gasometers would be connected by a service 
bridge.  The museum would be enclosed inside the brick tank as an autonomous structure separate 
from the shell. The space between the shell and new museum building would form a visually striking 
corridor lit by natural sunlight entering through the gasometer’s tall, vertical windows. Selectively framed 
views into the museum would be visible from this corridor. The dome-ceilinged top-floor space 
(Kellogalleria) would be the main gallery. A large outdoor rooftop garden would sit above the steel tank. 
The garden would be accessible to the public and it could be used as an additional exhibition space. 
(Appendix 3 b, Location, NRT proposal A1)  
 
In proposal A2, the brick gasometer would contain only the main exhibition spaces, and all new 
construction would be confined to the three floors of the steel gasometer. The museum’s entrance 
would be positioned between the two gasometers. The main exhibition galleries in the brick gasometer 
would be linked together by a deep, spacious well containing the main staircase. The well would provide 

views of the gasometer’s impressive entrance area. The steel gasometer would meanwhile contain 
public facilities, technical premises, and offices. An open, public-access rooftop garden is also included 
in this proposal. (Apprendix 3 c, Location, NRT proposal A2)  
 
NRT’s provisional plans confirm that the Suvilahti gasometers could accommodate HAM’s museum 
facilities. Not all the required facilities would fit solely in the enclosed space of the brick gasometer, so it 
would be logical to incorporate the adjacent steel gasometer and to link the two structures with a 
bridge/corridor. The option of adding a wholly new building was scrapped, as the site is in the midst of a 
major unfinished rezoning project that would delay all new construction in the vicinity of the gasometers 
for the next few years. Installing the museum in the two gasometers would provide sufficient floor space 
for HAM’s exhibitions, public events, offices, and technical premises. Other activities undertaken on the 



Suvilahti site should be given careful consideration in the planning of public access routes and freight 

traffic.  
 
 
3.3 Heritage protection  
 
The Suvilahti gasworks are included in the Finnish Heritage Agency’s inventory of nationally important 
cultural historical environments (RKY 2009). The site’s current town plan dates from 1956 and all new 
construction is prohibited on the site pending the completion of major rezoning project. The surviving 
Suvilahti gasworks buildings hold notable cultural, historical, and architectural value. This unique 
industrial heritage site preserves an illustrative slice of Helsinki’s municipal and engineering history. The 
gasworks played a significant role in the city’s growth in the early 20th century. The buildings 
furthermore have notable architectural value as a hybrid sample of Jugend (Art Nouveau) and early 

rationalism. The brick gasometer is a key landmark that defines the surrounding townscape. (Appnedix 
2, Location, Heritage value)  
 
The historic brick gasometer should be repurposed respectfully in a manner befitting its heritage value. 
The façade is currently being restored as a heritage site. The interior of the brick gasometer is an 
exceptionally impressive space. Preserving and showcasing this rare interior must be prioritized as one 
of the key goals of repurposing the gasometer. The original surfaces and structures should be repaired 
and conserved with respectful attention to their industrial heritage value. The adjacent steel gasometer 
is more adaptable to alterations.  
 
 
3.4 New construction  

 
Repurposing the gasometers would involve certain technical provisos. The feasibility of repurposing the 
brick gasometer for full-time occupancy depends greatly on the extent of damage caused by chemical 
contaminants and microbes. This damage is currently under investigation in conjunction with the 
restoration of the historic structures. Based on findings so far, repurposing would most likely entail the 
construction of a new building within the old shell.  
 
The existing frame of the brick gasometer is not strong enough to support new structures, and previous 
repairs carried out on the foundations and floors will probably have to be redone, at least in part. The 
soil beneath the steel gasometer would have to be decontaminated, involving additional costs. The 
option of constructing a new building inside the old brick shell also presents challenges. Further 
investigations will be needed to determine whether a new basement could be excavated beneath the 

steel gasometer. (Appendix 4, Location, expert statement on location)  
 
 
3.5 Conclusions of the location sub-committee  
 
Based on the results of preliminary investigations, the Suvilahti gasometers could be repurposed to 
serve as HAM’s museum facilities, but with certain strict provisos. These include the following: it would 
have to be possible to excavate a new basement beneath the steel gasometer, the existing floor 
structures of the brick gasometer would have to prove sturdy enough, additional fenestration would 
have to be added to protected structures, and measures would have to be taken to ensure that the 
indoor air is safe to breathe. If the project transpires, further issues related to cost and engineering 
viability would have to be investigated. Various precautions would have to be taken for the gasometers 
to safely accommodate full-time occupancy. The limited time that was available to the sub-committee 

permitted only a cursory survey of potential issues.  
 
The sub-committee’s conclusion is that the brick gasometer and neighbouring steel gasometer would 
together provide sufficient floor space for HAM’s needs. The waterfront location and identity of the 
Suvilahti district as an up-and-coming cultural hub would be an ideal match for the art museum.  
 
The City of Helsinki’s premises strategy for 2020 states: “All protected heritage sites owned by the City 
must be in active use.” In line with this strategy, the City must in any event find a sensible function for 
the gasometer. Whatever that function might be, the costs will be high in any case. A rough cost 
estimate is appended (Appendix 5a-c, Location, Cost estimate).  
 



The sub-committee recommends holding an architectural competition to find a visually engaging and 

inspiring solution for locating the museum on this unique heritage site. 
  
The special indoor conditions required by an art museum are a significant factor contributing to its 
carbon footprint. If the City decides to proceed with the project, energy efficiency and mitigation of 
ecological impacts must have high priority from the earliest planning stages onward (Carbon-neutral 
Helsinki 2035).  
 
(Further background information is contained in Appendix 6, Location, HAM committee final report, ppt.)  
 
 

4 ORGANIZATIONAL MODEL  
 
A sub-committee was appointed to investigate HAM’s future organization model. Four alternatives were 

on the table: a foundation, a limited company, a public utility company, or HAM’s continuation as part of 
the City of Helsinki’s Culture and Leisure Division, but with greater autonomy. NAG Oy was 
commissioned to compile a financial model, which is appended to this report (Appendix 7, 
Organizational model, NAG Oy report, June 11, 2020). The limited company option was included with a 
view to securing VAT eligibility. The deeper the sub-committee delved, the more obvious it became that 
neither a limited company nor a public utility company would be a suitable option. Neither would offer 
significant added value to justify such major restructuring. The report compiled by NAG supported this 
conclusion. The two remaining alternatives were taken up for closer analysis: converting HAM into a 
foundation, or having it continue as a City-administered entity, but with greater autonomy.  
 
The sub-committee’s inquiry focused on finance and administration. The sub-committee additionally 
compiled a model for how the accessioning, upkeep, maintenance, and display of art collections would 

be organized if HAM were to become a foundation.  
 
In its analysis of the “greater autonomy” model, the sub-committee sought to identify factors that would 
facilitate organizational efficiency. Issues addressed were: What services does HAM provide to the City 
and the people of Helsinki, and which organizational model would facilitate the best quality of service? 
The analysis focused particularly on HAM’s international work, which revolves around producing 
international content and cross-border collaboration. This work directly supports the City’s strategic aim 
of boosting Helsinki’s international appeal as a lively, cosmopolitan hub of culture, sports, and other 
events.  
 
Organizing an international exhibition is invariably a long-term effort. In the case of a major international 
show, the museum must commit itself many years in advance, and such projects necessitate long-term 

financial planning. In this long-range work, HAM would benefit from a budgeting term spanning longer 
than one year. It would be vitally important for HAM to be free to self-finance its work and channel its 
revenues into developing its activities, services, and/or major production projects. The ability to build up 
financial buffers would be a sound form of risk management.  
 

The City of Turku has experimented with various financial and administrative models for 
city institutions. Among these is the net-budgeting model, where, with appropriate 
justification, surplus revenues can be rolled over for spending in future years, in which 
case a provisional plan is also needed to cover any budget deficits. One institution using 
this model is the Turku City Theatre, which was “converted into a City subsidiary, as its 
programme was deemed a poor fit with municipal decision-making processes. 
Incorporation as a subsidiary provides incentive for the theatre to generate profits and 
produce a programme balancing a suitable degree of risk-taking against dependable 

earnings.” (NAG report, peer interview MS, City of Turku, p. 87).  
 

As part of its analysis, the sub-committee interviewed members of the Helsinki Philharmonic Orchestra. 
Their discussions revealed that the orchestra has grappled with many of the same issues and 
challenges as HAM. Like HAM, the Helsinki Philharmonic Orchestra also produces international content. 
Both HAM and the HPO have similar opinions about the positive aspects of being a City-administrated 
institution: The Culture and Leisure Division’s common goal of implementing the City’s strategy offers a 
solid foundation upon which to base their work. The Division engages in close internal collaboration and 
all partners have a clear understanding of the City’s organizational rationale and way of working. 
Helsinki’s residents likewise have a clear picture of the roles and responsibilities carried out by each 
respective City-run institution. The City-run model additionally fosters internal partnering and offers a 



wide pool of potential partners within existing City institutions. Joint City-run cultural projects have 

spurred a growing amount of collaboration across different divisions, facilitating outreach to a broader 
spectrum of audiences. The support services offered by City units and their highly specialized expertise 
are also regarded as a major advantage. The benefits of cross-divisional collaboration have been 
particularly evident during the COVID crisis.  
 
HAM’s newest focus is the Helsinki Biennial, which, being the joint project of the entire Culture and 
Leisure Division, has involved extensive inter-divisional collaboration. This fact should be noted if HAM 
is to adopt a new organizational model.  
 
HAM’s total revenue target has increased from EUR 647,000 in 2016 to EUR 1.5 million in 2020. HAM 
has exceeded its revenue target in numerous recent years while maintaining positive operating margins. 
HAM should be given greater freedom to boost its revenue streams and broaden its income base on 

many fronts, which would necessitate additional efforts in fields such as marketing. The associated 
challenges should be recognized: It is difficult to predict a “hit” or to know in advance what kind of 
programme will appeal to wide masses and attract a large visitor turnout. Marketing is an effective tool 
for promotion and publicity. The power to allocate marketing resources should be delegated to agile 
experts with speedy reaction capabilities. The museum should also be able to take calculated risks with 
its exhibition programme. HAM already has a distinctive brand. Having a strong brand is vital for an art 
organization, especially one that is active in the international arena.  
 
HAM additionally engages in work that has no direct impact on its revenue streams. This work is 
nevertheless significant for the entire art field. It also has tangible impacts in areas such as the 
townscape, and it may possibly even carry broader long-term social significance.  
 

A summary table of alternative organizational models is appended (Appendix 8, Organization, 
comparison of models).  
 
 
4.1 HAM as a more autonomous unit of the Culture and Leisure Division (detailed divisional 
model) 
 
On the proposed organizational reform of the Helsinki Philharmonic Orchestra (HPO), the Helsinki City 
Council decided not to change the HPO’s existing administration and support services. The HPO was 
taken up as a comparative case study in the sub-committee’s detailed inquiry into how HAM might 
continue functioning as part of the City’s Culture and Leisure Division yet with greater administrative 
autonomy than it holds at present.  

 
In preparing its agenda for follow-up investigation, the sub-committee identified the following issues that 
should be addressed for HAM to carry out its duties as efficiently as possible as part of the City’s 
Culture and Leisure Division:  
 

 The budgeting term should be longer than one year, enabling surplus revenues to be rolled over 
to the following year’s spending budget (the Turku budget model) and allowing the museum to 
build up financial buffers, for instance in the form of a fund. Correspondingly, if HAM fails to 
attain its annual revenue target, it should be able to make up the difference over a longer period 
than one year. 

 All income exceeding the revenue target should be earmarked for HAM’s future spending budget 
or for building up financial buffers (surplus revenues are currently channelled into the Culture 

and Leisure Division’s budget). HAM should have its own autonomous budget separate from the 
Division’s. 

 The budget for new art acquisitions and public art appropriations should be separate from the 

Division’s other investment funds. The budget should cover a period longer than one year. 

 A clearer chain of responsibility, decision-making, and delegation is needed within the Division. 

The acquisition budget earmarked for the Executive Director of the Culture and Leisure Division, 
the Culture Director (and Art Museum Director) should be increased to enable early commitment 
to large exhibitions and major public art projects.  

 HAM requires internal restructuring to facilitate its functioning as a more agile project 

organization. 



 HAM’s role and goals need to be clarified, an action plan needs to be drafted for a period 

covering several years, the collections policy must be updated (accessioning and upkeep), and 
all the above must serve as a basis for future budget planning.  

 Resources must be allocated for further sharpening HAM’s brand.  

 Sales/marketing/leadership should work together more efficiently to manage revenue streams: 

sales and marketing resources should be increased by opening new vacancies at HAM, by 
introducing a marketing communications team as a permanent part of the art museum’s 
organization (2–3 vacancies) and by allocating funds for the outsourcing of additional marketing 
services from external suppliers. 

 Additional resources should be allocated for other support services (1–2 vacancies), such as 
finance and HR, following the model of the Helsinki Philharmonic Orchestra. This would incur 
additional expenses equivalent to a minimum annual work unit of 3 persons working full-time à 
EUR 45,000, or EUR 135,000. This model nevertheless offers opportunities to increase revenue 
streams to cover these additional expenses. 
 

The chain of decision-making authority from top down should be: Museum Director, Culture Director, 
Executive Director of the Culture and Leisure Division. Only few of HAM-specific affairs, and when they 

are related to broader divisional relevance, go to the decision making to the The Culture and Leisure 
Committee and the Culture Sub-committee. 
 
4.2 HAM as a foundation 
 
In the steering committee’s report, Riitta Heinämaa states that HAM’s current organizational model is 
too inflexible and that some of its jurisdictional limitations should be relaxed. 
 

“The conversion of HAM into a foundation or limited company would offer the museum 
greater freedom, flexibility and autonomy, which would in turn enable more agile and 
adaptable decision-making. Such a move would undoubtedly deliver added value to HAM, 
whose brand, audience base, and expertise provide an excellent basis for a new 

administrative model.” 
 
The benefits that a new organizational model would bring to HAM include the following: a 
budget spanning longer than one year, a broader self-financing base, maximized use of 
resources and personnel, and optimized resource allocation. 
 

 
4.3 HAM as a foundation: finance, City subsidization, and revenue streams  
 
The sub-committee investigating HAM’s future organizational model drew largely the same conclusions 
as Heinämaa regarding the museum’s administrative flexibility. If HAM were a foundation, it would allow 
the museum to plan its budget over a period longer than one year and it could build up financial buffers, 

which would enable longer-term planning and allow the museum to prepare a more ambitious 
programme. These financial buffers could be spent on major domestic or international projects. The 
buffers would also allow the museum to take calculated risks with its programme.  
 
Even as a foundation, the museum would still be dependent on City subsidies. The subsidies would 
cover basic expenses such as rent, payroll, new acquisitions, upkeep and display of works, public art 
projects and a certain proportion of the annual exhibition budget. As a second option, the City could 
alternatively purchase all or some of these services from HAM.  
 
If HAM were to be converted into a foundation, one key cost-related issue that needs addressing is the 
tax authorities’ ruling on whether or not HAM would be VAT eligible and whether it would qualify for a 
reduced VAT rate. NAG’s finance model covers two possible alternatives. If HAM is converted into a 

foundation, the tax authorities would have to provide an advance ruling or a written declaration on the 
foundation’s VAT eligibility, its exemption from corporate tax as a non-profit entity, any segments of its 
business that do not qualify for non-profit, tax-exemption status, and the tax deductibility of 
endowments. This would entail drawing up documents such as by-laws, a charter, and an official 
description of the foundation’s activities. If the museum is relocated to Suvilahti, the VAT-related 
implications of any new construction should be assessed thoroughly, and a ruling would have to 
solicited from the tax authorities. A relevant point of comparison is the City of Espoo and its 
arrangement with the Espoo Museum of Modern Art EMMA: the City of Espoo has relinquished the 



museum’s premises to the museum, and this arrangement is noted in the total sum of subsidies paid to 

EMMA by the City of Espoo.  
 
The one-off cost of converting HAM into a foundation would consist of initial funding and capitalization 
(NAG Oy: EUR 2031 t e). The foundation model would incur additional annual expenses exceeding the 
annual subsidy paid by the City. Failure to qualify for VAT eligibility and the cessation of municipal tax 
rebates paid to the Culture and Leisure Division would incur increased costs totalling EUR 459,000 at 
2019 index levels. The cost of organizing new support services would also be a significant new 
expenditure. The report is based on the pass-on costs of administrative and support services cited by 
Museum Statistics, which total EUR 820,000. This report assumes that HAM would be capable of 
independently covering this sum. HAM’s long-range revenue potentials are reviewed in an appended 
document (Appendix 9, Organizational model, review of HAM’s long-range revenues). Payroll expenses 
should be weighed against new job descriptions and new forms of expertise needed by the museum. 

The cost of other support services should likewise be appraised carefully. All such costs should be 
minimized: support services should ideally be produced at lower cost than they currently are. 
 
HAM could potentially boost its revenue streams by increasing its admission rates, through corporate 
partnering, and by developing its museum shop and online sales. If HAM relocates to Suvilahti, 
additional rental space could be allocated on the premises, i.e. HAM could earn income by renting out 
space temporarily and offering package services. Certain other museums that have been converted into 
foundations use their capital revenues as a buffer to finance the future expansion of their activities.  
 

Riitta Heinämaa states in the report: “As a foundation, HAM could apply for project funding 
from various trusts and funds. The third sector rarely grants funding to public institutions, 
but they are far more amenable to supporting foundations.”  

 
The foundation model would facilitate broadly-based corporate partnership. It would also enable further 
exploration of public-private partnerships, for instance collaboration with foundations that own private art 
collections. HAM would be able to offer services to such partners and earn income from renting out 
exhibition space and other museum services. If HAM were to remain a City-run institution, this type of 
collaboration would be difficult due to legal obstacles in the form of the Local Government Act and its 
stipulations on incorporation.  
 
Helsinki City Legal Services have drawn up an appendix examining HAM’s legal status as a foundation 
specifically in relation to acquisitions (Appendix 10, Organization, summary of acquisition rights). 
Government subsidies are also examined in the same appendix.  
 

 
4.4 HAM as a foundation: administration  
 
The City has existing experience with the foundation model, which is an established form of 
administration within its organization. The advantages of this model include streamlined, non-
hierarchical decision-making supervised by a City-appointed Board. The Board would have executive 
decision-making powers and its sole task would be to work for the good of the foundation. The Board 
members could be appointed with a view to strengthening the museum’s international role and 
harnessing a wide pool of expertise to support its activities. The Board would be tasked with jointly 
supervising operations and supporting the CEO, thereby vesting immediate decision-making power in 
the hands of the foundation. The Board’s chief tasks would be operational supervision and risk 
management, and its members would hold financial responsibility.  
 

The foundation’s budget would be drawn up annually on the same schedule as the City budget, but 
there would be fewer preparatory and decision-making stages. Budgeting is a form of Group 
governance. Group governance mechanisms would be deployed at various decision-making stages, 
starting with the act and deed of foundation. Tax preassessment would ensure that proper Group 
governance is duly observed in all matters with potentially broad financial implications. The foundation 
could not decide on major financial investments autonomously: it would have to seek the City’s opinion 
in advance. This procedure protects the overall benefit of the Helsinki City Group. 
  
A foundation would also be a flatter organization in terms of HR management. HR planning and 
resourcing are important tools of strategic leadership and operative planning. HAM’s management 
model could be further modified as best serves current operative goals.  
 



The transfer of the museum’s existing personnel would be decided in conjunction with the adoption of 

the new organizational model. In past practice, when a City unit has been incorporated or converted into 
a foundation, the usual “transfer of business” rules have normally applied, i.e. all existing members of 
personnel have automatically transferred to the new subsidiary/foundation with their present positions. 
Under this principle, if HAM becomes a foundation, all existing museum personnel would automatically 
keep their jobs with their present positions, i.e. their job security would be guaranteed.  
 
The Helsinki City Group’s official HR policy notes the following regarding collective agreements: “All City 
subsidiaries are members of the same employer’s association and must accordingly apply the relevant 
collective agreement governing the personnel’s terms of employment.” 
 
The applicable collective agreement must be decided in transfer agreement negotiations before the 
official decision is taken to incorporate/convert the unit into a foundation, but the collective agreement 

most commonly applied in negotiations concerning non-profit City subsidiaries is AVAINTES (covering 
administrative, office, social/health care and technical personnel), unless there has been special cause 
to deviate from this practice. Following this rule, if HAM becomes a foundation, the new collective 
agreement governing the personnel’s terms of employment would be AVAINTES instead of KVTES, 
which is similar to KVTES in many respects, the benefits being virtually identical, but the pay structure 
being slightly different. 
 
The Helsinki City Group has issued the following official regulation regarding the HR policy of non-profit 
City subsidiaries: “Non-profit City subsidiaries shall adhere to the principles of the City’s HR policy within 
the framework of applicable collective agreements.” If HAM becomes a foundation, it will fall into this 
group and observe the same policy. 
 

4.5 HAM as a foundation: collections and public art  
 

HAM is tasked with the accessioning, upkeep, and display of a significant art collection comprising 
public sculptures and other public artworks. In its review of HAM’s prospective future organizational 
model, the sub-committee investigated how these collection-related duties would be handled if HAM 
were to become a foundation. The City of Espoo has transferred ownership of its art collections to the 
EMMA Foundation. In what follows, the sub-committee proposes that the City of Helsinki’s art 
collections be deposited in the care of the new HAM Foundation.  
 
Under this arrangement, Helsinki’s art collections would remain in the City’s ownership. The official 
owner would be the Culture and Leisure Division, and the collection would remain listed as an asset in 
its balance sheet. The collections would be deposited/entrusted to the care of the HAM Foundation 
(Helsinki Art Museum), which would have control of the collection, including its accessioning, usage, 
storage, conservation, upkeep, maintenance, and all other duties related to collections management. 

Both in the interests of coherent content and administrative clarity, it would logical if all new works 
added to the collection became the property of the City.  
 
Future accessioning could be financed by the City in the form of a special art acquisition appropriation 
(grant) assigned to the HAM Foundation, or through an acquisition allowance (investment budget). The 
same arrangement would also apply to the acquisition of public artworks. If the City directly finances the 
accessioning of the collection, the HAM Foundation would effectively function as the City’s ombudsman: 
it would spend City funds to purchase art for the City’s collection. The collection can also be augmented 
by entrusting (depositing) works of art in the care of Helsinki Art Museum HAM. In the case of deposited 
works, ownership of said works does not transfer to the art museum.  
 
Donated works of art can also be added to the collection. If the donated work entails significant upkeep 
expenses, as often is the case with donated public art, HAM must first seek the opinion of the City. 

Donated works of art officially become part of the City’s collection. In the case of major public works, 
upkeep is carried out in close collaboration with the Urban Environment Division. The upkeep of the 
City’s monuments and other public art is the shared responsibility of both divisions. If HAM becomes a 
foundation, separate negotiations will have to be undertaken concerning the future implementation of 
the per cent for art programme and the location and upkeep of public works commissioned as part of 
this programme.  
 
 
4.6 HAM as a foundation: Central government transfers and regional museum status 



 

The role and function (core function) of Finnish museums receiving central government transfers is set 
forth in the Museums Act. The conditions for eligibility for the said central government transfers are 
defined in the Act on Central Government Transfers to Local Government. HAM annually receives EUR 
1.2 million in central government transfers, plus an additional EUR 137,000 for its work as regional 
museum for Uusimaa Province.  
 
A regional museum can be a foundation, association, or incorporated enterprise. To be eligible for 
central government transfers and regional museum status, a museum that is organized as a foundation 
must have a long-term agreement with the City conferring custodianship of its collection. Such 
agreements involve obligations that must be specified in the foundation’s bylaws. The Ministry of 
Education and Culture must approve and sign a new agreement with HAM if it becomes a foundation, in 
which case central government transfers would continue to go to the new foundation.  

 
 

5 CONCLUSIONS OF THE ORGANIZATIONAL MODEL SUB-COMMITTEE  
 
The sub-committee concludes that the continued positive evolution of the Culture and Leisure Division’s 
organizational culture would support a more independent governance model for HAM. However, for 
HAM to gain special status and operate as an autonomous unit of the Culture and Leisure Division, 
various amendments and special exemptions would be necessary for just one public service. Whether 
or not this would be realistic for such a small unit in areas such as budget planning is open to doubt. 
Furthermore, could HAM’s special status be modelled coherently (the specifics being open to 
interpretation) and could it be reconciled with the City’s existing rules of operation and governance? In 
other words, could this new model be institutionalized as a standard part of City administration?  It bears 
noting that many other City-run organizations outside the domain of culture might wish to follow suit and 

apply for similar special status. Recent reforms have moved in quite the opposite direction, placing 
emphasis on strong divisional leadership, which questions the logic of HAM’s proposed autonomous 
status within a strong, City-wide division-based model.  
 
By contrast, the foundation model is a clearly defined, established form of governance that already 
exists within the City administration. The foundation model has proved itself to be an effective model of 
governance for a city museum (Espoo & EMMA). What is more, most of Helsinki’s art museums are 
already organized as foundations. This model is clear, established, and not open to interpretation. It 
therefore offers a logical, systematic model of governance (cf. the conversion of Korkeasaari Zoo into a 
foundation proved effective in solving many issues also relevant to HAM).  
 
From the perspective of the city’s residents, HAM’s services will remain the same no matter which 

model is chosen. There are many service providers within the broad spectrum of Helsinki City Group 
that are organized as foundations. In terms of the services they provide, it makes little difference 
whether the organization is directly City-run or a City-supervised foundation.  
 
There is a risk that HAM’s envisaged capacity for self-financing may be over-optimistic in view of current 
challenges (increased pressure and competition to self-finance across the entire art field, reduced 
subsidies from the Finnish government-owned betting agency, financial challenges faced by all 
foundations and businesses, etc.). HAM nevertheless boasts a solid track record of sound financial 
management and has proved itself capable of consistently attaining and exceeding its revenue targets.  
 
In its report comparing alternative financial models, NAG Oy included analysis of VAT implications. VAT 
can be a critical cost factor in a smaller municipality, but whether it would affect a local government as 
large as Helsinki’s remains for the City to ponder in its deliberations on whether HAM should become a 

foundation. In the broader view, it would be useful to note that many other City-run cultural 
organizations might also wish to apply for foundation status.  
 

 The organizational model sub-committee proposes that Helsinki Art Museum HAM should be 
organized as a foundation. It additionally proposes that the City’s art collection should be 
deposited in the care of the new foundation.  

 
 

6 HAM’S ROLE  

 
6.1 Background  



 

The steering committee was tasked to investigate HAM’s future role particularly vis-à-vis its duties as 
the custodian of the City’s art collections and public art, as well as its status and connections within the 
wider art scene. The committee also considered how the care and upkeep of the collection could be 
arranged under alternative organizational models.  
 
Regarding HAM’s role, Riitta Heinämaa states the following in the steering committee’s report: “One 
museum cannot be everything at once; it must constantly redefine itself within an environment that 
exists in a constant state of flux.” In her capacity as expert rapporteur, Heinämaa reviewed HAM’s role 
and concluded the following:  
 

“HAM’s core function is attending to its duties as the custodian of the City’s art collections, 
and it can be supported in this task in a number of ways. Going forward, HAM should 

embrace a stronger glocal identity, weaving together a local and international presence. 
HAM already has a global perspective on the art scene and harnesses its international 
networks for the museum’s benefit. At the same time, HAM is a local institution that caters 
to specific local needs. HAM is a participatory communal organization and an important 
part of the cultural fabric of Finnish society. To foster a strong glocal identity, HAM’s social 
and economic sustainability must be safeguarded in its future operations. On the one 
hand, HAM should carefully consider how weighty a social role it wishes to perform as an 
art museum. On the other hand, HAM could alternatively embrace new consumer 
opportunities and deepen its collaboration with the corporate world. Both strategic 
directions are viable, and both would be well-aligned with the City’s strategy. But, going 
forward, HAM must consciously choose its strategic direction for financial support to be 
allocated optimally.”  

 
 
6.2 HAM’s role: conclusions of the steering committee   
 
The core functions of art museums in Finland are set forth in the Museums Act, the Act on Central 
Government Transfers to Local Government, the regional museums mandate, the International Council 
of Museums, and the Finnish Museums’ Association. In addition, HAM’s own collections policy lays 
down key guidelines for the museum’s work.  
 
The chief focus of HAM’s work revolves around its art collections, on-site exhibitions, and the soon-to-
debut Helsinki Biennial. In addition, public art commissions and HAM’s role as an expert consultant in 
the City’s per cent for art programme are significant both in terms of the collection and the museum’s 

visibility in the urban space. One of the special features of HAM’s collections is the large number of 
artworks that are displayed in semi-public venues such as government offices, schools, and day-care 
centres. These semi-public works, the City’s public monuments, and HAM’s exhibitions enable the 
museum to share a broad offering of art and engage in dialogue with a broad-spectrum audience.  
 
All in all, HAM’s mandate is a complex mosaic of activities revolving around the City’s art collections. 
This includes domestic and international exhibitions at the Tennis Palace, HAM-produced touring 
exhibitions, the upkeep, conservation and loan of works from the City’s collections, artworks 
commissioned as part of the City’s per cent for art programme, other commissioned public artworks, art 
on display on City-owned property, the Helsinki Biennial, a comprehensive public outreach programme, 
publications accompanying various projects, image bank services, duties as regional museum of 
Uusimaa, HAM’s regional work (such as the Jakomäki project) and associated participatory budgeting, 
the museum shop, other sales, and digital services. At the heart of all these activities is HAM’s focus on 

the care, accessioning, and display of its art collections. The great breadth of HAM’s palette of activities 
allows it to integrate varied packages in different contexts and operating environments.  
 
On top of its work as an art custodian, HAM actively strives to share its expertise and deepen and 
diversify its relationship with the public. Every aspect of HAM’s work is permeated by its special 
expertise in the fields of art and museology.  
 
Alongside its core functions as an art museum, HAM actively strives to maintain a proactive, visible 
presence within the changing field. An art museum performs certain fixed functions such as those listed 
above, but it should also remain vigilant to what is going in society and adapt its activities to mirror 
changes in its surroundings. Recent trends in contemporary society include today’s new diversity-based 
concept of community, the drive for social justice, and rising consciousness of the culture-redefining 



implications of post-fossility. The museum has responded to these changes by taking a more active 

stance on issues of locality, communality, and social change. Its public interfaces in this work can be 
summed up under three broad headings: HAM as a local Helsinki operator; HAM as a discourse 
facilitator, and HAM’s bold mindset redefining what an art museum is and does.  
 
 
6.3 Helsinki  
 
Helsinki is a lively, cosmopolitan, and multicultural city. HAM plays an active role on the international art 
and museum scene. At the same time, HAM’s task is to identify and strengthen the unique 
characteristics of the local art scene and to highlight local identities in broader discourse on art and 
culture. There is no longer any separate “local” and “international” – only fields that engage in varied 
degrees of interaction.  

 
HAM is part of the City’s infrastructure. This role finds its most visible manifestation in the City’s per cent 
for art programme, which involves collaboration between different City institutions and private sector 
operators. The Helsinki Biennial is another form of activity that brings together many City units and a 
wide range of other local practitioners.  
 
HAM is a companion to the people of Helsinki. Its role is to identify evolving, alternative urban identities.  
“The people of Helsinki” are not a homogeneous group, and HAM’s role as an organization is to keep up 
with changes in the city’s social and cultural infrastructure and ideals.  
 
HAM exists for the benefit of everyone who lives in Helsinki or is visiting the city. Through art it 
examines the meaning of what constitutes a good life, while also looking at private and public pressure 

points in the pursuit of this goal. Health and wellbeing are among the positive outcomes of bringing 
together people and art.  
 
 
6.4 Discourse facilitator 
 
HAM facilitates dialogue and gives a voice to many agencies in local, regional, and global discourse.  
 
In this capacity, HAM will continue to play a proactive role in the city’s social infrastructure. Like many 
other cities around the world, Helsinki recognizes a need for broadly-based, inclusive, egalitarian 
dialogue. A work of art can offer a framework or trigger for broader social discourse.  
 

HAM takes part in social dialogue primarily through the presentation of art, and art has always been the 
primary focus of all its activities. That said, it would be remiss not to acknowledge the shifting, 
expanding discourses situated at the friction-fraught interfaces between art and society. Many different 
voices and opinions must have a chance to be heard in our culture of public discourse. HAM can voice 
its own ideas, but in its institutional role it can also serve as a neutral dialogue facilitator that brings 
many different voices around the discussion table.  
 
As the regional museum of Uusimaa, HAM’s role as a dialogue facilitator also encompasses art 
museums and other culture practitioners throughout the region.  
 
HAM’s visible presence in the public space is a natural channel inviting local discourse around specific 
places and communities. The site-specific and site-sensitive identity of public art is itself a cue drawing 
attention to the artwork’s surrounding context. Art can be a lens through which to study and discover 

unique characteristics of locality.  
 
 
6.5 Mindset  
 
HAM is a living, shifting entity, and its highly diverse identity is flexible enough to accommodate 
conflicting elements. HAM can offer moments of private spiritual epiphany while at the same time 
involving the public in community art projects that reshape the urban space.  
 
The museum’s actions have symbolic value extending far beyond its walls. For instance, it can set a 
pioneering example of climate-positive post-fossil transition by adopting new, ecologically sustainable 
practices.  



 

HAM’s organization should reflect the heterogeneity of the art field. To an ever-increasing degree, HAM 
engages the input of a growing group of external practitioners in its processes, thereby increasing its 
diversity and opening its organizational culture to new influences.  
 
HAM can diversify its expertise and resources by fostering a participatory approach and by consciously 
pushing the boundaries of the role that an art museum is conventionally expected to perform. This 
approach also reinforces the idea of the museum as communal property, both as a social resource and 
as a physical place. The “hard core” of HAM’s activities (collections, public outreach, display of art) 
permits fluid experimentation with new forms of activity. By branching out into new areas of activity, the 
museum can also refresh its image and profile.  
 
HAM is seeking a mandate to carry out its core functions (collections and stakeholder relations) with a 

shifting emphasis that mirrors the spirit of the contemporary moment. The three points identified as 
HAM’s focal emphases of the near future are: Helsinki, Discourse Facilitator, and Mindset. Detailed sub-
themes are specified under these three headings, such as Helsinki: city identity, the meaning 
internationalism; Discourse Facilitator: curating dissidence; Mindset: diversity and carbon-neutrality.  
 
HAM’s work has always been international by nature. To maintain local credibility, HAM must also be a 
strong international operator. To understand and support the local art scene, HAM first needs solid 
expertise and understanding of what is going on in the international art scene. HAM’s international 
activities and networks are closely connected to the City’s art collection and its public artworks. HAM 
has increased the percentage of international artworks in the City’s collection through commissions and 
by acquiring works from its exhibitions.  
 

HAM also lends works for international exhibitions and thereby strengthens its international networks. 
Having a strong global network is an advantage also in terms of attracting interesting artists and 
practitioners and awakening their interest in collaborating with Helsinki. An artist who has held an 
exhibition at HAM and has visited the city and worked together with HAM’s experts might for instance 
have greater interest in executing a public commission for Helsinki.  
 
HAM in turn lends Finnish works from its collection for international exhibitions, many of which are 
organized as a collaborative effort between HAM and its international partners (such as the Japanese 
touring version of the Modern Life! exhibition).  

 
International exchange is a two-way street: HAM gives, and HAM receives. International art activity is 

founded upon mutual trust that is born through networking. The core goal of all of HAM’s international 

activity is to build up a solid bank of expertise and an extensive network of global contacts. 

 
7 DISSENTING OPINION OF THE STEERING GROUP’S PERSONNEL REPRESENTATIVES  
 
HAM’s personnel representatives wish to express a dissenting opinion on the steering committee’s 
proposals for follow-up. They wish to voice their concern about the challenges of HAM’s proposed 
reforms, which would directly impact their work. The steering committee’s report raised many 
unresolved questions that in their opinion require detailed investigation, particularly related to financing. 
One such question is the proposed relocation of the museum to Suvilahti, which would require a 
massive financial investment. In terms of their status, the personnel would have preferred for the 
steering committee to recommend that HAM should remain part of the Culture and Leisure Division, but 
with greater autonomy, for instance by increasing resources for HAM’s internal marketing and 
communications team. They feel that close collaboration with other City units is extremely important and 

safer both for the personnel and in terms of service quality. The COVID crisis has highlighted the 
importance of HAM’s in-house services and their reliability and value to the city of Helsinki. In follow-up 
decision-making, the personnel representatives insist on the necessity of more detailed investigation 
into how the museum will safeguard the status of its personnel so that they can carry on their work with 
peace of mind and continue contributing their excellence and professionalism for the benefit of an 
internationally renowned museum. The personnel must be assured that they will enjoy the same 
benefits, pay, and job security as all other employees of the City of Helsinki.  
 
 

8 PERSONNEL PARTICIPATION  
 



HAM’s personnel were invited to take part in the process of analysing and defining HAM’s future role.  

In their meetings, they also discussed the prospect of relocating the museum to Suvilahti.  
The personnel received updates on the review process in personnel seminars and in-house meetings.  
 

9 THE SUB-COMMITTEES AND THEIR EXPERT MEMBERS  
 
Members of the location sub-committee  
Hannu Asikainen (Project Director, City of Helsinki)  
Matti Kaijansinkko (Project Leader, City of Helsinki)  
Pia Kilpinen (Architect, City of Helsinki, committee member as of 17.4.)  
Matti Kuusela (Head of Facilities Management, City of Helsinki)  
Elina Leskelä (Head of Collections, HAM, Chair of the sub-committee)  
Mikko Lindqvist (Architect, Helsinki City Museum)  
Jouko Piilola (Team Manager, Urban Environment Division)  

Kai Huotari (Managing Director at Kiinteistö Oy Kaapelitalo, committee member as of 6.3)  
Mari Lenck (Team Leader, HAM)  
Tuija Kuutti (Team Leader, HAM, committee secretary)  
 
Meetings of the location sub-committee  
The sub-committee convened 7 times between January and June. They additionally visited the 
premises of the European Chemicals Agency at Telakkaranta on February 26, where old dockyard 
premises have been repurposed into new office space.  
 
External expert consultants 
Kirsi Torikka (City indoor air team) and Paula Wuokko (Vahanen Rakennusfysiikka Oy) – structural 
integrity calculations and survey of contaminants and microbes in the brick gasometer  

Valtteri Osara, Juuso Hatakka and Teemu Tuomi, NRT Architects – preliminary architectural planning  
Patrik Laakso, Janne Hellsten and Valtteri Vaarsalo, Nodetec Oy – engineering consultation  
Eetu Laaksonen, Oy PQR Consult Ab – HEPAC consultants  
 
Members of the organizational model sub-committee  
Vesa Anttila (Chief City Ombudsman, City Executive Office, Legal Services)  
Juha Kouvonen (City Ombudsman, City Executive Office, Legal services)  
Atte Malmström (Chief of City Group Governance, City Executive Office, Economy and Planning)  
Leena Mickwitz (City Secretary, City Executive Office, Administration), until May 31, 2020  
Mari Männistö (Cultural Director, chair, Culture and Leisure Division)  
Maria Nyfors (City Secretary, City Executive Office, Administration), as of June 1, 2020  
Maija Tanninen-Mattila (Museum Director, HAM, Culture and Leisure Division)  

Tarja Tarkiainen (City Ombudsman, City Executive Office, Legal Services)  
Elina Leskelä (Head of Collections, HAM, committee secretary, Culture and Leisure Division)  
 
Meetings of the organizational model sub-committee  
The sub-committee convened for seven meetings. The organizational model was additionally discussed 
in numerous other meetings with various participants in attendance.  
 
External consultants 
Susanna Tommila, Cultural Director, City of Espoo  
Pilvi Kalhama, Museum Director, EMMA, City of Espoo  
Aleksi Malmberg, General Manager, Helsinki Philharmonic Orchestra  
NAG Oy report: Sami Torstila, Tuomas Engström, NAG Oy  
NAG Oy additionally interviewed numerous experts for its report.  

 
Members of the HAM’s role sub-committee  
Arttu Merimaa (acting curator, HAM, Culture and Leisure Division)  
Mari Männistö (Cultural Director, sub-committee chair, Culture and Leisure Division)  
Maija Tanninen-Mattila (Museum Director, HAM, Culture and Leisure Division)  
Taru Tappola (Head of Public Art, HAM, Culture and Leisure Division)  
Pirkko Siitari (Head of Exhibitions, HAM, Culture and Leisure Division)  
Elina Leskelä (Head of Collections, HAM, sub-committee secretary, Culture and Leisure Division)  
 
Meetings of the HAM’s role sub-committee  



The sub-committee convened on six occasions. Different aspects of HAM’s role were additionally 

discussed in numerous other meetings with various participants in attendance.  
 
External consultants 
Annakerttu Aranko and Heini-Emilia Saari, Protoomo  
Paavo Järvensivu, BIOS Group 
Kaisa-Reeta Koskinen, Kymp, project manager Carbon-neutral Helsinki  
Joasia Krysa, Liverpool Biennial 
 

 


